Culture & Society Workshop
| Spring Quarter 2022

Thursdays, 3:30 PM to 5:00 PM, Zoom Meetings

3/31  Lisa-Jo van den Scott [In-person]
      “Spatial Fusion: Interactions within Inuit Homes and Houses”

4/7   Lauren Rivera
      “Milestones as Merit: Disability Discrimination in Elite Independent
      School Admissions”

4/14  Mallory Fallin
      “‘Code Blue for Humanity’: Climate, Health, and the Inequality of Time”

4/21  Gabriela Kirk
      “Penal Logics and Ideal Uses for Electronic Monitoring - from ‘Trustworthy
      Offenders’ to Rehabilitating Disorganized Individuals”

4/28  Varvara Kobyshcha
      “Diverse trajectories of visual artists with migration and exile experience in
      Germany”

5/5   Laura Acosta
      “A theory of civil war perpetuation”

5/12  Sonia Planson
      “Cultural transmission among immigrant families”

5/19  Vincent Yung
      “Towards a theory of the measurement of materiality: the case of materials
      science”

5/26  Jusmeet Singh Sihra
      Sacrifice and Segregation